Pressure morphology of the relaxed lower esophageal sphincter: the formation and collapse of the phrenic ampulla
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Kwiatek MA, Nicodème F, Pandolfini JE, Kahrilas PJ. Pressure morphology of the relaxed lower esophageal sphincter: the formation and collapse of the phrenic ampulla. Am J Physiol Gastrointest Liver Physiol 302: G389–G396, 2012. First published November 23, 2011; doi:10.1152/ajpgi.00385.2011.—This study aimed to apply novel high-resolution manometry with eight-sector radial pressure resolution (3D-HRM technology) to resolve the deglutitive pressure morphology at the esophagogastric junction (EGJ) before, during, and after bolus transit. A hybrid HRM assembly, including a 9-cm-long 3D-HRM array, was used to record EGJ pressure morphology in 15 normal subjects. Concurrent videofluoroscopy was used to relate bolus movement to pressure morphology and EGJ anatomy, aided by an endoclips marking the squamocolumnar junction (SCJ). The contractile deceleration point (CDP) marked the time at which luminal clearance slowed to 1.1 cm/s and the location (4 cm proximal to the elevated SCJ) at which peristalsis terminated. The phrenic ampulla spanned from the CDP to the SCJ. The subsequent radial and axial collapse of the ampulla coincided with the reconstitution of the effaced and elongated lower esophageal sphincter (LES). Following ampullary emptying, the stretched LES (maximum length 4.0 cm) progressively collapsed to its baseline length of 1.9 cm (P < 0.001). The phrenic ampulla is a transient structure comprised of the stretched, effaced, and axially displaced LES that serves as a “yield zone” to facilitate bolus transfer to the stomach. During ampullary emptying, the LES circular muscle contracts, and longitudinal muscle shortens while that of the adjacent esophagus reelongates. The likely LES elongation with the formation of the ampulla and shortening to its native length after ampullary emptying suggest that reduction in the resting tone of the longitudinal muscle within the LES segment is a previously unrecognized component of LES relaxation.

FORMATION OF THE PHRENIC AMPULLA initiates the final phase of bolus transit through the esophagus. The globular-shaped ampulla forms at the caudal end of the esophagus in conjunction with transient esophageal shortening resultant from deglutitive contraction of the longitudinal muscle (4, 7, 19). The bolus is then emptied from the ampulla into the subdiaphragmatic stomach. Ampullary emptying is mechanistically distinct from peristalsis in that luminal clearance is slower and the bolus flow across the hiatus is driven by a sustained hydrostatic pressure rather than a propagated (peristaltic) contraction (13). Videofluoroscopy synchronized with manometry has been invaluable in analyzing the mechanics of ampullary emptying. Correlation between fluoroscopy and manometry is facilitated by placement of mucosal endoclips to mark landmarks such as the squamocolumnar junction (SCJ). The formation of the ampulla can be visualized videofluoroscopically and related to the intraluminal pressures in the tubular esophagus, the ampulla, and at the esophagogastric junction (EGJ). Although this picture may seem complete, the genesis of the ampulla and its anatomic correlate in the resting esophagus is incompletely understood.

Initially described by Clouse and Staiano (5), high-resolution manometry (HRM) and esophageal pressure topography (EPT) have greatly aided the mechanistic analysis of peristalsis. Their seminal work revealed a segmental architecture of peristalsis composed of three contractile segments (S₁, S₂, and S₃) (5). More recent work, also relying on this methodology, focused on bolus transit across the EGJ and revealed a novel physiological landmark above the EGJ, the contractile deceleration point (CDP) (16). The CDP appeared relevant to ampullary emptying in that it was both a spatial and temporal landmark of the termination of peristalsis. With respect to the segmental architecture of peristalsis, the CDP is localized within segment 3 (6, 16), and temporally coincides with the formation of the ampulla. However, the spatial relevance of CDP is unclear.

As often occurs with advances in technology, questions are answered only to unearth new ones. Such is the case with HRM, especially when applied to the EGJ. Although HRM largely solved artifact problems in the quantification of EGJ relaxation related to axial sphincter movement, radial pressure asymmetry in the region of the EGJ arose as another methodological confounder. This especially pertains to the extrinsic compression of the esophagus imparted by the diaphragm (CD). Three-dimensional (3D)-HRM, a technology that provides enhanced axial and radial pressure resolution, was developed specifically to address this issue (12). Hence, the aim of this study was to apply novel 3D-HRM technology to resolve the deglutitive pressure morphology at the EGJ in relation to anatomical landmarks. High-fidelity recordings of the EGJ with enhanced spatial and radial resolution may potentially clarify the functional makeup of the phrenic ampulla before, during, and after emptying.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Subjects. Fifteen normal subjects (9 females and 6 males, 21–52 yr old) recruited from a pool of asymptomatic volunteers were studied. None of the subjects had a history of prior gastrointestinal surgery, significant medical disease, or using medications for upper gastrointestinal symptoms (antacids, H₂-receptor antagonists, proton pump inhibitors, prokinetics, or anticholinergics). All subjects gave written informed consent. The study protocol was approved by the Northwestern University Institutional Review Board.

3D-HRM. Manometry studies were done using a novel solid-state assembly (ManoScan 3D; Given Imaging, Los Angeles, CA) (12). This hybrid assembly (4.2 mm outer diameter) incorporated an array of 12 3D high-resolution sensors between 28 proximal and 4 distal...
circular pressure increase relative to the adjacent esophagus and stomach. The high-pressure zone was determined by the distance between the SCJ and gastric pressure 30 mm below the SCJ. The length of the high-pressure zone was determined by the distance between the SCJ and the temporally corresponding location of intraesophageal or intragastric pressure in any circumferential sector. Hence, the proximal and distal limits of the LES were defined as the locations of circumferential pressure increase relative to the adjacent esophagus and stomach.

**Statistical analysis.** Data were summarized as median (5th-95th percentile), unless stated otherwise, and compared using nonparametric statistical tests. A $P < 0.05$ was considered significant.

---

**Fig. 1.** The three-dimensional high-resolution manometry (3D-HRM) segment of the manometric assembly. The 3D-HRM stiff segment consisted of 12 sensing loci, housed as 6 pairs and spanning 9 cm. However, regardless of whether within the same housing or in the adjacent housing, the sensors were 7.5 mm apart. Each axial 3D-HRM locus contained 8 independent pressure sensors radially dispersed 45° apart. The assembly also incorporated circumferentially sensitive sensors above and below the 3D-HRM segment. Each circumferentially sensitive high-resolution sensor averaged the signal of 12 radially dispersed sensing elements with the circumferential sensors being spaced 10 mm apart. The entire manometry assembly measures a total of 128 independent pressure signals.
RESULTS

Subject demographics. On endoscopic assessment, Los Angeles grade A esophagitis was seen in one subject with the remainder being normal. No hiatal hernia was evident in any subject. Of the 15 subjects, 14 had a normal HODQ score (≤2) and one had a borderline abnormal score of nine. All 15 subjects had normal RDQ scores of two or less.

Characteristics of distal esophageal emptying. Figure 2 illustrates a typical swallow shown in a conventional HRM EPT format with representative concurrent videofluoroscopic images. The fluoroscopic images highlight the change in the shape of the bolus before and after the CDP. The location of the SCJ, derived from fluoroscopic images, is superimposed on the EPT showing that the SCJ demarcated the distal LES margin and moved in the orad direction away from the hiatal center during bolus clearance. The orad excursion was most pronounced during ampullary emptying.

The onset of bolus transit across the EGJ varied among subjects spanning the period from 1 s before to 1.5 s after formation of the phrenic ampulla. The CDP occurred 0.6 (−0.3 to +1.6) s after the onset of trans-EGJ flow, overlapping this event in time. Before the CDP, peristalsis propagated at a rate of 4.5 (3.1–7.0) cm/s. After the CDP, luminal clearance progressed at a rate of 1.1 (0.4–1.9) cm/s. Table 1 tracks the movement of the SCJ during ampullary emptying showing that the orad SCJ excursion reached 1.5 cm above the hiatal center at the onset of ampullary emptying and at the time of the CDP. Spatially, the CDP was located 4.0 (1.8–4.9) cm above the SCJ. As ampullary emptying progressed (25% into emptying time), the SCJ reached its maximal orad excursion of 1.6 cm (Table 1) with negligible descent during the remainder of the

Table 1. Squamocolumnar junction excursions during esophageal emptying

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time Landmark</th>
<th>Orad Distance From the Hiatal Center, cm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Swallow start</td>
<td>0 (−1.4 to 0.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bolus entry into the distal esophagus</td>
<td>0.6 (−1.4 to 1.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CDP</td>
<td>1.5 (−0.4 to 2.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Onset ampullary emptying</td>
<td>1.5 (−0.5 to 2.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25% Emptying time</td>
<td>1.6 (0–2.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50% Emptying time</td>
<td>1.4 (0–2.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75% Emptying time</td>
<td>1.4 (−0.3 to 1.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complete ampullary emptying</td>
<td>0.9 (−0.5 to 1.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postemptying</td>
<td>−0.1 (−1.9 to 1.0)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Values are given as median (5th–95th percentile). CDP, contractile deceleration point.
emptying period. Once the ampullary emptying was completed, the SCJ descended and effectively marked the distal margin of the LES during the aftercontraction and baseline periods.

3D pressure morphology of the post-CDP contraction. Figure 3 illustrates typical pressure topography from along the 9-cm 3D-HRM array obtained at landmark times before, during, and after ampullary emptying. As in Fig. 2, the position of the SCJ obtained from the synchronized fluoroscopy demarcates the distal margin of the LES. Note that the ampulla forms in the 4-cm segment of esophagus proximal to the SCJ, which is situated just proximal to the hiatus throughout the period of emptying. As bolus flow into the stomach proceeds, the ampulla progressively shrinks in both radial and axial dimensions. Coincident with the collapse and disappearance of the ampulla, a high-pressure zone was reconstituted, albeit in an elevated and elongated state, spanning almost 5 cm in length at the completion of bolus transfer (Fig. 3, bottom left). This contracting segment surely encompassed the LES and likely some adjacent esophagus functioning as a physiological sphincter. Subsequently, during the ensuing 4.7 s, the SCJ gradually descends and the LES regains its resting configuration, eventually spanning a length of ~2.5 cm. Summary data on the process of sphincter shortening for the entire set of subjects in the postemptying period are given in Fig. 4. Accordingly, the high-pressure zone length measure (Fig. 4) shortened from a median of 4.0 (1.8–5.6) cm at the completion of bolus clearance to an aftercontraction length of 2.5 (1.3–4.3) cm and baseline length of 1.9 (0.6–3.7) cm (Fig. 4C).

During ampullary emptying, there was marked radial asymmetry of the pressures recorded distal to the post-CDP contraction in Fig. 3 such that there was a pressure maximum at 12 o’clock (facing the lesser gastric curvature) and a distinct sector of nadir radial pressure in the 3 to 6 o’clock direction (6 o’clock denoting the sector of peak CD pressure). This sector of nadir pressure is nearly isobaric with the stomach, making it conducive to bolus flow from the ampulla into the stomach. Figure 5 is a graphical representation of summary data from all subjects on the pressure gradient across the hiatus illustrated as a series of spatial pressure variation plots. Note that the plots in Fig. 5B, based on nadir radial pressures, show an uninterrupted positive EGJ pressure gradient favorable to bolus flow, consistent
with the demonstration of flow fluoroscopically. On the other hand, when the spatial pressure variation plots were constructed using circumferentially averaged pressure (Fig. 5A), the median pressures at the hiatus were 4–5 mmHg greater than the pressure 15 mm above the hiatus, a condition that, if true, would prevent flow. Transhiatal pressure gradient data generated by the nadir radial pressure approach vs. the circumferentially averaged method are also summarized in Table 2, again showing the artifactual barrier to flow that appears with use of circumferential pressure averaging. Overall, the nadir radial pressures at the hiatus (Table 2) were lower than those based on circumferential averaging (P < 0.01), and the EGJ pressure gradients were slightly, but not significantly, greater. However, more notably, the median nadir pressures at the hiatus were within 1 mmHg (range 0–0.6 mmHg) of those 15 mm above the hiatus compared with being as much as 5 mmHg greater (range 4.0–5.3 mmHg) when using circumferential averaging (Table 2).

**DISCUSSION**

This investigation used concurrent fluoroscopy, an endoclip placed at the SCJ, and a novel 96-element 3D-HRM device to characterize the interaction between pressure and morphology during the final phase of bolus transit through the esophagus. The major findings were that: 1) esophageal contractility dominated by pre-CDP peristalsis terminated ~4 cm proximal to the SCJ at the CDP, approximating the upper margin of the fluoroscopically defined phrenic ampulla, 2) the ampulla was comprised of the effaced, elevated, and elongated high-pressure zone, 3) emptying of the ampulla occurred by sustained contraction of the circular muscle of the elongated LES evident by the gradual reduction in the dimensions of the bolus compartment, 4) after completion of ampullary emptying, the sphincter reconstituted its resting morphology by continued contraction of its circular muscle in conjunction with longitudinal muscle shortening during SCJ descent, and 5) the measurement of nadir radial pressure, rather than circumferentially averaged.
averaged pressure within the EGJ, most accurately reconciled intraluminal flow permissive pressure gradients with fluoroscopically observed flow across the hiatus during the swallow period.

During pre-CDP peristalsis, there is a well-defined relationship between fluoroscopic imaging and manometric recording wherein site-specific luminal closure corresponds to the upstroke of the pressure wave proceeding distally at an average of 5.1 cm/s (10, 13, 16, 18). Although only the circular muscle contribution to peristalsis is detectable by fluoroscopy or manometry, the coordinated contraction of longitudinal muscle, bunching up the circular muscle layer and thereby increasing its capacity to impart force on the bolus, is demonstrable with studies using either fluoroscopy in conjunction with endoclips or intraluminal ultrasound (1, 11, 13–15, 17). Recent HRM studies done with concurrent fluoroscopy have demonstrated that this mechanism of bolus transport transitions in the distal esophagus at the CDP to a mechanism characterized by formation of the phrenic ampulla with a much slower progression rate. Findings from the current study suggest that the CDP, in fact, approximates the proximal margin of the LES segment.

Spatially, the CDP was located an average of 4 cm proximal to the SCJ. Temporally, the CDP occurred coincident with formation of the ampulla and defined its proximal margin. Hence, the maximal size of the ampulla, spanning from the CDP to the SCJ, was consistent with previous measurements (13). However, resting LES length, also determined using this 3D-HRM device, averaged only 2.4 cm (12). Consequently, if the ampulla is comprised of an opened sphincter segment, our observations imply that the sphincter is not only effaced radially but also elongated. This may be partially attributable to the recruitment of adjacent esophagus to act as a physiological sphincter and partially to actual elongation. Neuroanatomical observations provide evidence supporting this hypothesis. Nitrinergic inhibitory fibers, absent in the longitudinal muscle of the adjacent esophagus, occur at the level of the LES with density similar to that seen in the circular muscle throughout the distal esophagus and LES (2). This unique inhibitory innervation creates a localized LES “yield zone” wherein the longitudinal muscle of the LES relaxes and elongates during the peristaltic contraction of the more proximal longitudinal muscle. The mechanical effect of the yield zone is to minimize the orad displacement of the SCJ during peristalsis (3). Mathematical modeling suggests that, without the yield zone, the force displacing the cardia in the orad direction would be substantial (20). Assuming that the extent of yield amounts to ~50% elongation, the size of the stretched and effaced LES closely corresponds to the observed 4-cm length of the ampulla at the time of the CDP. These observations also fit well with the recent demonstration that axial traction on the LES activates neural pathways that elicit LES relaxation, possibly mediated by mechanosensitive enteric neurons in the LES segment (8, 9). Concurrent with this axial traction, the distal esophagus is tethered to the CD by the phrenoesophageal ligament. Further studies into the micromechanics of these structures (and

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2. Intraluminal pressure gradients across the hiatus during ampullary emptying</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Time Landmark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Onset ampullary emptying</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25% Emptying time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75% Emptying time</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Comparison of pressure values obtained with circumferential averaging (top) and based on selecting the nadir radial pressure at each axial locus (bottom). Values are given as median (5th–95th percentile). EGI, esophagogastric junction. *P < 0.01 vs. circumferentially averaged pressure.
perturbations to them imparted by hiatus hernia) would likely be facilitated with the aid of high-frequency intraluminal ultrasound. Despite the LES yield zone accommodating some proximal esophageal longitudinal muscle shortening, the SCJ was still elevated 1.5 cm throughout the course of ampullary emptying (Table 1). This suggests that ampullary emptying is associated with tonic contraction of both the longitudinal muscle in the esophageal body and circular muscle of the sphincter, progressively collapsing the bolus compartment in the process (Figs. 2 and 3). Once bolus clearance is completed, the LES reconfigures from its elongated and displaced configuration to its contracted and descended state. Evident in Fig. 4, is accompanied by narrowing of the LES high-pressure zone on the EPT plot, presumably a result of the longitudinal muscle within the LES segment regaining its resting (contracted) length coincident with reelongation of the adjacent esophagus. At the completion of ampullary emptying, the high-pressure zone extended >3 cm proximal to the SCJ, whereas, with return to baseline 6 s later, its axial length was only ~1.5 cm. This highlights the disconnect between the resting length of the sphincter and the high-pressure zone generated by the sphincter during emptying. Definitively proving this concept would require tracking an additional endoclamp localized at the CDP. We hypothesize that a CDP clip would be localized above the upper LES margin at rest and track closely with the proximal margin of the post-CDP contraction during ampullary emptying. A unique attribute of the 3D-HRM array utilized in this study was the capability of detecting not only the circumferential average pressure at each axial location but also the eight individual radially dispersed sector pressures. Among the radial sectors, the nadir sector(s) indicate readings obtained facing toward the open lumen or bolus compartment, whereas sectors indicating greater pressures are obtained from points of contact with the luminal wall or areas subject to extrinsic compression (12). Consequently, one would anticipate that nadir radial pressure values would provide a higher-fidelity recording of intraluminal pressure gradients and sphincter relaxation on account of their being less subject to radial pressure asymmetries imparted by extrinsic structures. The realization of this prediction was demonstrated by the comparison between spatial pressure variation plots and relaxation pressures derived from either nadir radial or circumferentially averaged pressures in Fig. 5 and Table 2. The circumferentially averaged data suggest a persistent high pressure at the hiatal center during a period that flow is known to be occurring; this is not seen using the nadir radial pressure data. Hence, the nadir radial pressure values reconcile more accurately flow-permissive gradients and sphincter relaxation measurements recorded manometrically with bolus flow observed fluoroscopically. In conclusion, the phrenic ampulla is a transient structure that assists bolus clearance into the stomach once the peristaltic contraction reaches at the CDP. Somewhat paradoxically, the ampulla is a manifestation of both proximal longitudinal muscle contraction of the adjacent esophagus and longitudinal muscle elongation within the LES yield zone that occurs in conjunction with the LES circular muscle effacement. Consequently, the phrenic ampulla seen fluoroscopically is most likely comprised of the stretched, effaced, and axially displaced LES. The subsequent post-CDP contractility empties the bolus contained within the ampulla as the circular muscle of the LES contracts. The likely elongation of the LES during formation of the ampulla and narrowing to its native length after ampullary emptying suggest that reduction in the resting tone of the longitudinal muscle within the LES segment is a previously unrecognized component of LES relaxation.
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